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Transdermal drug delivery is widely investigated as an alternative drug administration route to oral delivery and
hypodermic injections. Owing to the availability of human skin samples, in vitro tests are used to predict the in
vivo delivery of transdermal drugs. The most widely used validation method is skin permeation using diﬀusion
cells. Traditional diﬀusion cells, however, are capacious and often require large amounts of skin sample and
drugs, which is undesirable, given the scarcity of new drug entities and the limitation of skin sample supply. In
this study, we fabricated miniaturized multichannel devices (MCDs) by 3D printing, to minimize the use of skin
and drug samples. The MCDs were compared with conventional static diﬀusion cells and achieved comparable
drug permeation proﬁles. The ﬁnite element method-based simulation revealed the eﬃcient carry-oﬀ of permeated ingredients by the multichannel devices, and a critical role of distance between the buﬀer stream and
skin sample in determining the ﬂow velocity inside the chamber. The results support these devices as qualiﬁed
alternatives to Franz cells for in vitro permeation studies using biomembranes, with reduced use of skin and drug
samples.

1. Introduction
Transdermal drug delivery systems, ranging from traditional formulations such as ointments, gels and patches, to novel micro/nanovehicles including micro/nanoemulsions [1], microneedles [2], liposomes and polymeric nanoparticles [3,4], are being increasingly studied
as an alternative route of drug administration, due to its merits over
oral delivery and hypodermic injections, namely, the avoidance of ﬁrstpass metabolism, relieved systemic side eﬀects and toxicity, non-invasion and thus improved patient compliance [5–7]. To evaluate transdermal dosage forms, in vitro skin permeation testing can be used [8]. In
vitro testing is envisioned to be increasingly necessary and vital, given
the European Union's ban on the use of animals in cosmetic product
testing, which potentially ampliﬁes the demands of in vitro skin permeation testing. Besides therapeutic agents, such tests are also shedding
light on the toxicity of a broad spectrum of chemicals that are potentially harmful to skin, such as pesticides, cosmetics and industrial organic solvents [9,10].
There are two types of diﬀusion cells, namely, static and ﬂow-

⁎

through cells, where biomembranes are placed between the donor and
receptor compartments for testing [11,12]. Drugs in the donor compartment permeate through the biomembrane and are collected in the
receptor medium. In a static cell (usually Franz cells), samples are
withdrawn at predetermined intervals from the receptor compartment
where the medium is mechanically stirred and replaced. Although
widely used, Franz cells are vulnerable to the potential formation of
unstirred water layer [13], which necessitates additional experiments
and calculations to verify the results [14]. In ﬂow-through cells, in
contrast, receptor medium continuously ﬂows through the receptor
compartment and constantly removes the permeated analytes [8,12].
Compared to static cells, ﬂow-through cells are capable of maintaining
the sink condition, which is particularly useful for drugs with limited
solubility in the receptor medium. Moreover, they are able to mimic the
blood ﬂow underneath the skin membrane, thus better representing the
cutaneous physiological environment [12].
While both types of diﬀusion cells are useful for in vitro skin permeation testing, there are challenges. For one, they are generally capacious in diﬀusion areas (1–3 cm2) and receptor volume (a few mL)
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the MCD diﬀusion system (Side view of the diﬀusion cell).

2.2. Design, fabrication and assembly of MCDs

[15], thus requiring a large amounts of skin and drug samples [11]. On
the other hand, new investigative pharmaceutical ingredients, are often
of limited supply and prohibitively expensive [11]. Consequently, it is
of great importance to develop new devices which decrease the usage of
drug and skin samples. To this end, companies such as PermeGear have
developed diﬀusion cells with smaller diﬀusion area. Furthermore,
microﬂuidic platforms have been incorporated into diﬀusion cells to
reduce their size, such as the miniaturized ﬂow-through cell (MFtC)
[11] and multi-chamber devices [13]. In addition to their application in
the in vitro cultivation of a wide range of tissues and their equivalents
[16–19] which allow in situ drug screening and analysis, microﬂuidic
platforms are also promising in increasing the through-put and reproducibility of skin permeation studies [13]. Nevertheless, their fabrication process is time-consuming and tedious, especially for channels
of complex geometries since some of them depend on the multi-step soft
lithography, which is usually limited by geometry complexity. Moreover, they are hindered by the low customizability. Any change or
optimization in the diﬀusion cell design needs to reﬂect back to the
original molds or photo-mask design, costing unpredictable time and
eﬀorts [11].
Recently, three dimensional (3D) printing or additive manufacturing, emerges as a versatile technology to revolutionize the product design and manufacturing of metals, ceramics, and polymers given
their cost eﬃciency, ease of processing, high shape complexity, and
potential high through-put, faster turnaround and customization to
meet the demands of speciﬁc applications [7,20,21]. As 3D printing
spreads recently from other technology sectors to medicine, it oﬀers the
capability to produce bio-printed tissues and customized medical
prosthetics, implants, jigs and ﬁxtures [21–23], which has a positive
impact on the surgery procedure, success rate and patient recovery
[21,24]. Recent years have also seen the applications of 3D printing
technologies in drug delivery systems to pursue tailored release proﬁles
and built-in ﬂexibility that satisﬁes the needs of personalized medicines
[25–27].
In this study, we use 3D printing to develop miniaturized ﬂowthrough multichannel devices (MCDs) to allow simultaneous testing of
multiple replicates and more importantly to reduce the quantity of drug
and skin samples required for in vitro testing. The devices were validated by skin permeation testing against conventional diﬀusion cells. In
addition, the ﬂow proﬁles and permeant concentration in MCDs were
studied by using a Multiphysics model. The results show that the MCDs
are qualiﬁed alternatives for in vitro skin permeation testing.

Three MCD models, MCD1, MCD2 and MCD3, were designed using
AutoCAD® 2016 (San Rafael, USA). Each MCD is comprised of a main
body with 6 identical receptor compartments, and 6 hollow plugs. The
hollow plugs served as donor compartments and were designed to ﬁt
into the receptor compartments. Each model was printed with a 3Dprinter (Titan 2, Kudo3D Inc., USA) by using Digital Light Processing
Stereolithography (DLP-SLA) (see experimental details and Fig. S1 in
Supplementary Information). The printed models were rinsed with IPA
for 10 min to wash oﬀ excess resin before being exposed to ultra-violet
(UV) light for 2 h for further curing. The models were then soaked in
70% (w/v) ethanol for 2 h to complete post processing. Polyethylene
(PE) tubing (Braun, B, Germany) with an outer diameter of 1.9 mm
were used to assemble the devices. The tubing was coated with a layer
of epoxy glue at one end and inserted into each channel at the protruding parts of MCD. Afterwards, the other end of tubing was attached
to the infusion syringes driven by a syringe pump or to sampling tubes
(Fig. 1 and Fig. S2). The length of the PE tubing connecting MCD with
sampling tube was minimized to ensure that the time of sample collection correlates better with the time of skin permeation [28].
2.3. Validation of MCDs
The MCDs were compared with Franz cells in a skin permeation
study. Dermatomed human cadaver skin donated by a 67-year-old
Caucasian male and a 61-year-old Caucasian female (Science Care,
Pheonix, AZ, USA), were used in the testing of permeation of 2% lidocaine gel (Pﬁzer, West Ryde, Australia) and 1% diclofenac gel (diclofenac sodium) (Novartis, Nyon, Switzerland) respectively, under the
approval by National University of Singapore Institutional Review
Board. In the permeation tests using Franz cells, human cadaver skin of
1 in. by 1 in. was placed between the donor and receptor compartments,
after which the drug was loaded into the donor compartments and 5 mL
PBS and was loaded into the receptor compartment equipped with a
Teﬂon-coated magnetic bar. The outlets of receptor were covered with
paraﬁlm to prevent water evaporation and the Franz cells were incubated in a temperature-controlled chamber set at 32 °C, which correlated with physiological temperature of human skin. Subsequently, at
designated time intervals, 1 mL sample solution was withdrawn from
the sampling tube and the remaining receptor medium was replaced
with fresh PBS. In parallel, the MCDs were placed on a 37 °C heat block
to maintain its actual temperature at 32 °C. Human cadaver skin sample
of 8 mm diameter obtained by using an 8 mm skin biopsy punch
(Acuderm Inc., USA), was placed into the receptor compartments. A
plug was then placed onto the skin to ﬁx the skin membrane. PBS was
ﬂushed into the system at 1 mL/min to ﬁll the channels and remove air
bubbles. Drugs were then added into the plug, which was covered by a
piece of paraﬁlm to prevent evaporation (Fig. 1a). The ﬂow rate of PBS
was set at 200 μL/h. The samples were collected at designated time
points as stated above. There were 3 replicates for Franz cell testing,
and 6 replicates for MCDs.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Phosphate-Buﬀered Saline 10× (PBS) was purchased from Vivantis,
Malaysia. Isopropyl alcohol (IPA), methanol and acetonitrile were obtained from Tedia, USA. Potassium dihydrogen phosphate was obtained
from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA, USA). The photopolymer resin was
purchased from Kuso3d Inc., USA.
2
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2.4. Simulation of ﬂow and permeant concentration in MCDs

namely, MCD2 and MCD3, to improve liquid transportation. MCD2
makes use of a kink to drive PBS ﬂowing upwards to the skin layer and
remove the permeated drugs, while MCD3 features a cylindrical design
(Fig. 2c).
With 3D printing, the dimensions and shapes of the resultant devices accurately replicated those of the AutoCAD® designs (Fig. 2a & b).
In detail, the receptor compartment was 62 mm in length, 32 mm in
width and 12 mm in height, while the cylindrical portion of the donor
compartment was 11 mm in height, with an 8 mm outer diameter. The
diﬀusion surface of MCDs was 4 mm in diameter, giving a diﬀusion area
of 0.126 cm2, which was 10 times smaller than that of Franz cell. This
resulted in a miniaturized device (Fig. S3 and Table S1), which saves up
to ~10 times of skin samples and/or drugs (Table S2). The biomembrane can be easily ﬁxed by inserting the plugs into the devices (Figs. 1
and 2b). The device had 6 diﬀusion cells in parallel to meet the minimal
replicates needed in pharmaceutical industry testing [12] (Fig. 2b). By
adjusting the depth of insertion by the plugs, these devices can accommodate biomembranes of various thicknesses. Moreover, the process was quick (around 2 h), accurate and reproducible, with minimal
variations in dimension. In addition, compared to our previous modeling method [11], the device parameters, such as chamber size and
geometry, can be easily modiﬁed with 3D printing.

Simulation studies using a Multiphysics simulation model were
undertaken to examine the ﬂow conditions and to estimate the outlet
concentrations in three MCDs based on the ﬁnite element method with
same feed ﬂow rates in each model. COMSOL Multiphysics software (v
5.2) was used for generating 3D mesh geometries and computation. The
ﬁnite element mesh of the cells consisted of mixed type of elements. The
meshing and solver details are provided in Supplementary Information.
Laminar ﬂow conditions were assumed in the ﬂow chambers.
Numerical simulation of ﬂow in the cells is based on the Navier-Stokes
and continuity equations as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively
[29].

∂u
+ u ∙∇u ⎞ = −∇p + μ∇2 u + Fe
ρs ⎛
⎝ ∂t
⎠

(1)

ρs ∇ . (u ) = 0

(2)

where p corresponds to the pressure, ρs is the density of the ﬂuid, u is
the ﬂow velocity, μ is the dynamic viscosity and Fe resembles the external forces on the ﬂuid due to gravity. No-slip conditions were applied
at the cell/membrane surfaces and the ﬂuid ﬂow through the channels
was assumed to be incompressible. Assuming the drug diﬀuses through
the membranes with a given rate of ﬂux (Nm) for all MCDs (that of
lidocaine in Franz cells), the spatial distribution of the permeated drugs
was modeled by the convection-diﬀusion equation [30] shown below in
conjunction with the coupled velocity ﬁeld from Eqs. (1) and (2).

∂c
= ∇ . (D∇c ) − ∇ . (uc ) + Nm
∂t

3.2. Validation of MCD
To validate the MCDs, in vitro permeation studies were performed
over 24 h to compare the drug permeation proﬁle obtained from the
MCDs with that from conventional Franz cells (Fig. 3). A low ﬂow rate
at 0.2 mL/h was used to achieve minimal permeant concentration in the
receptor solution for analysis [11] and to mimic the in vivo sink condition in skin due to cutaneous blood ﬂow [12].
Two commercial topical formulae, namely, 1% diclofenac gel and
2% lidocaine gel, were used for the testing. No signiﬁcant diﬀerences
(p > 0.05) were found between the various MCDs and Franz cells
(Fig. 3a and b), although the permeation proﬁle of diclofenac for MCD2
was slightly higher than the others (Fig. 3a). These results suggest that
the MCDs, especially MCD1 and MCD3 are promising platforms for the
skin permeation investigations. We also observed that the skin permeation rates of both drugs were much higher than that reported in
pure solution [33,34]. This may be due to the presence of permeation
enhancers in the gel formula [35]. We also found that the total amount
of penetrated lidocaine was much higher than diclofenac in 24 h. This is
likely due to the diﬀerences in their concentrations (diclofenac 1% and
lidocaine 2%) and other factors, such as molecular weight and lipophilicity of drugs [36–38].
No signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found between Franz cells and all
MCDs in the comparison of the percentage of drug that permeated in
24 h. The permeation percentage of MCD2 for diclofenac within 24 h
was slightly higher than others (Fig. 3c), which could be attributed to
the drug solubility in the receptor medium. In ﬂow-through cells, the
increased partitioning of compounds from skin to the receptor medium,
due to continuous replacement of receptor medium, may result in
greater permeation than in static cells [39–41], as discussed in the
below.
We then examined the ﬂux of both drugs, which could be inﬂuenced
by a range of parameters, including receptor volume, ﬂow rate, sampling frequency and volume [42]. There was no statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between Franz cells and the MCDs, which is ~2 and 40 μg/
(cm2 h) for diclofenac and lidocaine, respectively (Fig. 3d and inset).
Taken together, these data suggest that MCDs could serve as eligible
alternatives to Franz cells for skin permeation testing. As validated
devices for the skin permeation testing, we also believe the MCDs are
promising and qualiﬁed candidates for the permeation/absorption
evaluation of other biomembranes and equivalents such as bladder wall
[43] and artiﬁcial intestines [44], amniotic membrane [45], pulmonary
cell layers [46], blood brain barrier [47] etc., as a tool to beneﬁt drug

(3)

where c is the concentration and D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the
drug/chemical in water. The simulation parameters are shown in
Table 1. The calculation method of mean outlet permeant concentration
is provided in Supplementary Information.
2.5. Statistical analysis
One-way ANOVA was used to compare the skin permeation results
of Franz cells and MCD. A p-value < 0.05 was considered signiﬁcant.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Design and fabrication of MCD
Recently 3D printing has been introduced to the production of drug
delivery systems for tailored drug release [27,31,32]. In this study, it
was used to fabricate three types of MCD with diﬀerent geometries for
skin permeation testing. The MCDs can deliver the permeation medium
continuously through the receptor chamber (Fig. 1 and S2), mimicking
the blood ﬂow underneath the skins [12].
The design of MCD1 was an adaption from a previous study in
which the surface in contact with the skin converges into a conical
shape [11] (Fig. 2c). The limitation of MCD1 is that the small aperture
of ﬂow chamber constrained liquid ﬂow. As a result, continuous replacement of PBS right below the skin may be compromised, leading to
the loss of sink condition. Hence, two other designs were proposed,
Table 1
Simulation parameters of MCD. The values of inlet ﬂow rate and membrane ﬂux
are taken from this study. The difussion coeﬃcient is taken from that of small
molecules in water for simplicity and that's a constant in the simulation.
Parameter

Unit

Value

Inlet ﬂow rate, u
Diﬀusion coeﬃcient, D
Membrane ﬂux, Nm

μL/h
m2/s
mol/(m2 s)

200
1 × 10−9
3 × 10−7

3
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Fig. 2. (a) The AutoCAD© schematic representations of the MCD design. i): the bottom with receptor chamber; ii): the top inset with donor compartment; iii): the
overview of whole device. (b) The image of an MCD corresponding to the design shown in (a). (c) The various designs of receptor chambers.

Fig. 3. The permeation proﬁles diclofenac (a) and lidocaine (b). (c) Percentage of drugs permeated through the skins with various devices. There is no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in percentage permeation against Franz cells for MCDs (p > 0.05). (d) Permeation ﬂux between Franz cells and MCDs. The inset shows the ﬂux of
diclofenac. There is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence against Franz cells for MCDs (p > 0.05).
4
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Fig. 4. The simulation study of 3 MCD models at a ﬂow rate of 200 μL/h. (a) Volumetric ﬂow velocities in the chamber and tubing. (b) The zoomed-in vertical
velocity proﬁles at the proximity to the top (skin sample). The area close to the main stream at the bottom is not displayed due to the much higher magnitude of
velocity. The red arrows showed the velocity directions. (c) The top surface velocity proﬁles of MCDs at a distance of 10 μm from the skin sample. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

A closer examination at the top regions close to the skin samples
revealed more than one order of magnitude higher ﬂow velocities of
MCD2 compared to MCD1 and MCD3, while that of MCD3 was much
higher than MCD1 (Fig. 4b). In addition, we also noticed diﬀerent
proﬁles of ﬂow directions among various MCDs attributed to their
variances in chamber dimension and geometry. A narrower space of
MCD2 resulted in ﬂows parallel to the skin sample, while MCD3 experienced some parallel ﬂow expansion due to the rectangular
chamber. On the other hand, MCD1 created a lot of backﬂows close to
the skin samples. It's interesting to notice that a bigger conical shape of
chamber was capable of creating apparent backﬂows, while neither a
cylindrical chamber with the same height nor a conical chamber with
smaller height was able to achieve that, indicating the cooperative role
of narrowing-down and chamber height in producing secondary ﬂows
for deeper chambers.
In terms of absolute ﬂow velocity close to the skin positions (a
distance of 10 μm from the skins) in the top view among diverse designs
(Fig. 4c), MCD2 displayed generally much faster ﬂows than MCD1 and
MCD3, while the latter two also showed diﬀerences between themselves. The shapes of relatively high velocity regions (from red to
yellow coding) diﬀered from spindle to ellipse depending on the MCD
designs, while maxima of ﬂow rate for each MCD were around 0.04, 3
and 0.18 μm/s, respectively. This is not only in accordance with the

screening and discovery since they could also potentially save the usage
of compounds and biomembranes in those testing.

3.3. Simulation of ﬂow rate and permeant accumulation inside MCD
To examine how the permeated drug was removed by the continuous ﬂow, COMSOL was used to simulate the ﬂow velocity and drug
concentration in the MCDs. Numerical simulation was widely used in
medicine-related applications [48,49], but it has yet to be used in the
study of drug permeation, to the best of our knowledge.
In general, all results displayed the volumetric gradients of ﬂow
velocities at the cross-sections inside the receptor chambers (Fig. 4a). In
MCD1, there were certain apparent ﬂows inside the receptor chamber,
but those were primarily at the bottom of chamber and the ﬂow rates
signiﬁcantly decreased towards the chamber top surface to form a thick
layer of less-mixed medium, which would potentially limit the eﬃciency of mass exchange. MCD3 also showed gradually decreased ﬂow
rates towards the skin position (Fig. 4a). In MCD2, on the other hand,
the ﬂow rates were apparently higher due to the presence of kinks and
the proximity of the bulk ﬂow to the skin samples. MCD2 itself has a
narrower gradient of ﬂow velocity than the other two, leading to a very
thin layer of less-mixed medium and much higher ﬂow velocities right
underneath the skin samples.
5
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Fig. 5. The simulation study of three MCD1a and MCD2a at a ﬂow rate of 200 μL/h. (a) Volumetric ﬂow velocities in the chamber and tubing. (b) The zoomed-in
vertical velocity proﬁles at the proximity to the top (skin sample). The red arrows showed the velocity directions. (c) The top surface velocity proﬁles of MCDs at a
distance of 10 μm from the skin sample. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

comparison of ﬂow velocity in the vertical direction (Fig. 4b), but also
endorsing the relatively higher permeation and drug ﬂux for MCD2
than for the other two (Fig. 3).
To ﬁnd out the key factor leading to the higher ﬂow rate in MCD2,
two additional models were simulated, namely, MCD1a and MCD2a.
MCD1a has no kink, and has the same distance between the inlet and
the skin sample as MCD2. On the other hand, MCD2a has a kink and has
the same distance between the inlet and the skin sample as MCD1
(Fig. 5).
Interestingly, the ﬂow rate right underneath the skin of MCD2a was
signiﬁcantly lower than that of MCD2 but displaying a ﬂow pattern of
comparable to MCD1. By examining the design of MCD1 and MCD2a
closely, it can be observed immediately that the MCD2a resembled

MCD1, in terms of the positions of inlet and outlet, which explains their
almost identical ﬂow velocities.
On the other hand, MCD1a displayed a comparable proﬁle of ﬂow
velocity to that of MCD2, but largely diﬀerent from that of MCD1. The
results combined to suggest that the distance between the ﬂowing-in
position of buﬀer and skin sample is the key factor giving rise to the
high ﬂow rates, while the existence of kink in the assembly plays a
marginal role.
MCD1a and MCD2 are the preferred designs because faster ﬂow can
remove the permeants at a faster rate to maintain the sink condition
inside the receptor chamber. In the actual product design, however,
MCD1a may not be useful because the resultant donor compartment
will have a very thin bottom, which is easily broken.
6
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for the determination of drug accumulation in the MCD receptor chamber. (a–e) Simulated drug concentration in the MCD1 to MCD3: the
mass accumulates in the receptor towards the outlet channel. The arrows show the direction of ingredient permeation. (f) Average outlet drug concentrations for
diﬀerent MCDs.

4. Conclusions

Finally, we estimated the outlet concentrations in the MCDs by
comparing the concentration distributions of drugs permeated through
skin using the numerical simulations. With an identical permeation ﬂux
as that in Franz cells, the permeated drugs were more eﬃciently removed by PBS in MCD2 and MCD1a than in the other three MCDs
(Fig. 6a–e), which was in agreement with the distribution of ﬂow velocities, especially high velocities underneath the skins discussed above.
This led to a slightly higher average outlet drug concentration for MCD2
than for MCD1 and MCD3 (Fig. 6f), and was consistent with the slightly
higher permeation and drug ﬂux of MCD2 than the other two in the
permeation tests (Fig. 3a and b), since a faster clearance of permeants
through the skin in MCD2 would create a better sink condition.
In addition, we also noticed that the permeant concentration proﬁle
of MCD1 was comparable to MCD2a while MCD2 and MCD1a shared a
similar proﬁle. These results were in agreement with their respective
ﬂow velocity proﬁles in the receptor chambers of MCDs. Taken together, the proﬁles of both ﬂow velocity and permeant concentrations
suggested the critical role of distance between main buﬀer streams and
skin samples. It's also worth to mention an asymmetric permeant concentration from left to right for MCD1a, MCD2 and MCD3, while that of
MCD1 and MCD2a was relatively symmetric. The symmetry was believed to result from the mixing of backﬂow created by the speciﬁc
chamber geometry for the later tow (Figs. 4b and 5b).
Collectively, the ﬁndings in this study not only relieve the immediate scarcity of skins and reagents with scaled-down devices produced by convenient and high-throughput 3D printing method in skin
permeation studies of various therapeutics and other chemicals such as
cosmetics and organic solvents, but also pave the way for the design of
ﬂow-through diﬀusion cells in long term, which has been largely
overlooked. Besides skin permeation, MCDs could also ﬁnd their applications in the permeation or absorption investigation of other biomembranes and their equivalents from bladder wall to artiﬁcial intestine models, amniotic membranes, and blood brain barriers, which
could potentially beneﬁt drug screening and discovery.

In summary, 3D printing has been used to fabricate three miniaturized MCDs with 6 microchannels in a device. Their performances
were veriﬁed by in vitro skin permeation testing against Franz cells.
Importantly, the MCDs were able to save ~10 folds of skins and/or
drugs. All MCDs displayed no statistical diﬀerence in permeation proﬁles and ﬂux compared to Franz cells, suggesting they could be used as
the eligible alternatives for in vitro skin permeation testing. We also
performed numerical simulation using the ﬁnite element method to
investigate the proﬁles of ﬂow velocities and estimate the outlet concentrations in each MCD. Diﬀerent designs revealed various ﬂow rate
gradients in the chambers. Strikingly, we found the geometry of receptor chambers, particularly the proximity between the buﬀer inlet
and the skin sample played a critical role in determining the ultimate
ﬂow rate right underneath the skins and how the permeated drugs are
carried away, in agreement with the diﬀerence between MCDs in permeation studies.
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